Polaris 3900 sport parts diagram

Powered by a booster pump, this pressure-side cleaner features an extra-large debris intake,
dual-stage filtration canister and is ideal for all in-ground pool surfaces. Using genuine Polaris
Pool factory replacement parts helps to ensure the ongoing quality and reliability of our
products. The Polaris Sport delivers unmatched pool vacuum power, incomparable
convenience, and legendary performance. It integrates the time-proven Polaris Classic series
features you love with innovative new enhancements for added durability, reliability, and
performance. The Polaris Sport combines the dynamic appeal of a completely re-engineered
body design with the most sophisticated features, producing maximum pool vacuum power and
drive torque for quicker cleaning and fewer hang-ups. And, it is equipped with a dual-chamber
zippered SuperBag that picks up and stores more debris, making cleaning easy and less
frequent. It also features innovative auto-reverse technology, which enables it to free itself if it
gets stuck. The Polaris Sport pressure cleaner works in all in-ground pools, and requires a
booster pump. It supplements the pool's filtration system by circulating an additional 40 gallons
of water per minute through its filter bag. The Sport includes TailSweep PRO, an advanced
sweep hose enhancement that blows debris out of corners and hard to reach places, while also
keeping water from spraying outside the pool. No more wet windows or walkways! Log in Now.
Toggle navigation. Products Rebates Parts Videos. Learn More. Get Money Back Enjoy huge
savings on qualifying Polaris pool cleaners. Find a Rebate. Genuine Polaris Parts Parts.
Genuine Factory Parts Using genuine Polaris Pool factory replacement parts helps to ensure
the ongoing quality and reliability of our products. Find Genuine Parts. Videos Pressure Robotic
Booster Pumps. View Videos. The most technologically-advanced pressure-side pool cleaner on
the market The Polaris Sport delivers unmatched pool vacuum power, incomparable
convenience, and legendary performance. Frequently Asked Questions Click a frequently asked
question below to see the answer. Cleaner doesn't back up. Hold the back up valve out of the
water and verify that it cycles on and off. A complete cycle takes about three minutes. If it stays
on all the time or doesn't come on at all then replace the back up valve. Cleaner doesn't clean
entire pool or stays at one end. Verify that the feed hose is within 6" further or shorter than the
farthest point of the pool. Check the brass insert on the single side wheel. If it has come loose,
replace it. Verify the thrust jet is in the correct position. Check to see if drive chain has
disengaged. Ensure the backup valve is cycling. Cleaner doesn't climb walls. Make sure that the
blue reducing disk has not been installed in the quick disconnect. Check that the metal pre-filter
is present and not clogged. Make sure that the hose weight adjustment nut is screwed down
correctly. Make sure the hoses have been cut as indicated in the instructions. Check that the
booster pump is working normally. Check that the wheels are turning between 28 and 34 times
per minute. Check that the pivoting connectors are fitted the right way round. Check the
orientation of the rear drive jet. Replace standard tires with tires for tiled or glass surfaces Ref.
Cleaner hangs up on steps or other obstacles for longer than 3 minutes. Check the wheel
RPM's. Verify the backup valve is cycling. Lift the valve out of the water and watch the jet. It
should come on and turn off. Adjust the thrust jet. Remove unnecessary pool hardware or
install a ladder guard part G Cleaner is floating. Check for air in the filter bag. It's also common
for the system to purge air if solar is being used. Ensure the backup valve isn't running
constantly. Ensure proper placement of the hose floats. Ensure there is no hose float between
the backup valve and cleaner head. Cleaner is not moving. Check wheel RPM and pressure to
verify proper flow. Check inline filter screen for blockage. Check the water management system
for obstrcutions. Cleaner is not picking up debris. Ensure cleaner is running with proper flow.
Check the water management jets for obstructions. Use a paper clip to remove debris from jets
if necessary. Ensure filter bag is empty. Cleaner is only moving in one direction or running in
circles. Cleaner falls over. Check the filter bag. If it's fullit can weigh the cleaner down on one
side. Empty or replace the bag. Verify the thrust jet is at the 7 O'clock position. If it has come
loose, replace and check the wheel for proper operation. Check feed hose to ensure the floats
are spaced evenly. Check for water inside the head float. Check the wheel RPM. If more than 36,
make an adjustment to reduce the flow. Cleaner is sluggish, running with less power than
normal. Check the filter screen in the inline filter assembly on the hose and clean if necessary.
Ensure the skimmer basket, pump basket and pool filter are clean. Check hoses, hose
connections, backup valve and swivels for leaks that could cause loss of water pressure.
Ensure drive chain is engaged. Ensure bearings are clear from debris. Replace if worn. Change
or remove restrictor disk if necessary. Cleaner races around the pool or doesn't make contact
with the pool bottom. Cleaner seems to slide over the tiles. Turn the appliance over and check
the suction by making sure that all the jets located in the central pipework are working
correctly. Fit the special tires for smooth tiled surfaces Ref. Front end of the cleaner lifts all the
time. Adjust the thrust jet downward. It should come on and go off. Empty the filter bag. Sweep
hose is being sucked into the vacuum tube. Ensure the opening at the end of the sweep hose is

not blocked by the sweep hose scrubber. Replace the scrubber if worn or missing. Add a sweep
hose weight. Sweep hose sprays water out of the pool. Adjust the flow to the speed hose using
the easy click settings or the adjustment screw. Replace the scrubber if it is worn or missing.
Pull the sweep hose scrubber down to cover more of the tip of the hose. Hose s becomes
tangled or coiled. Check swivels and make sure they are spinning freely. Lay the hose out in the
sun for 24 hours to eliminate any potential hose memory. Watch video tutorial here. The wheels
rotate less than 28 times a minute. Use the Polaris pressure tester to check the booster pump
pressure. Clean the skimmer baskets, sand filter, and pump basket. The wheels rotate less than
34 times a minute. Unscrew the hose-weight adjustment nut until the desired setting is
obtained. Fit the flow limiter red or blue into the quick disconnect. Cleaner does not move but
there is pressure going to the unit. Verify the wheel RPM's are in range. If they are low or the
wheels are not spinning then check the in-line filter for debris. If clear and the wheels still aren't
spinning then check the water management system for clogs. If the RPM's are slightly below the
prescribed range then remove the restrictor disc from the wall connector. If the wheels are
moving too quickly then install the red restrictor disc. Verify that the wheel RPM's are in the
correct range and adjust the thrust jet. If the cleaner isn't climbing well then ensure the thrust
jet is in the 11 o'clock position. If it is going in circles then angle the thrust jet so it is pointing
opposite of the way the cleaner is turning. For example, if the cleaner is turning right then point
the thrust jet to the left. Ensure that the head float is not filled with water. Try running the
cleaner without the bag and if it fixes the issue then clean the bag with soap and warm water.
Pro Resources Log in to your Zodiac Rewards account now to get access to pro resources.
Polaris Quattro Sport Brochure. Polaris Pressure Cleaner Brochure. Pack of Factory Tune-up
Kit. Includes 1 vacuum tube assembly, 1 feedhose connector o-ring, 10 screws, 1 chain, 1 wheel
sprocket assembly, 1 chain tensioner kit, 1 rear axle block assembly, 1 front axle block
assembly, 1 gearbox assembly, 1 bottom housing, 1 single-side wheel, 1 fastener kit, 1 chain
guard, 1 wheel spacer, 1 bumper and 1 wheel lock screw. Locate double side wheel noting one
bearing in the outer cavity of each wheel. Open navigation menu. Close suggestions Search
Search. User Settings. Skip carousel. Carousel Previous. Carousel Next. What is Scribd?
Uploaded by Pool Supply Sales. Document Information click to expand document information
Description: Polaris Workbook. Also referred to as a repair manual or service manual. Date
uploaded Apr 18, Did you find this document useful? Is this content inappropriate? Report this
Document. Description: Polaris Workbook. Flag for inappropriate content. Polaris Repair
Manual. Related titles. Carousel Previous Carousel Next. Jump to Page. Remove Top Top
Assembly Part , includes float. Remove wheel. Locate and remove the 2 screws that attach each
axle to the frame. Frame assembly with Chain tensioner. Turn frame upside down and install
axle blocks to frame. Drop gearbox into place with brass inserts pointing up. Install wheel
spacers on double side wheel axle blocks. Wrap chain around front axle sprocket and through
tensioner as shown. Install the 2 sprocket covers. Locking screw Attach single side wheel with
the same locking screw. Inspect o-ring on Water management System. Snap rear housing to
Water management System. Align bottom housing. Attach sweep hose - install nut first then
thread back onto sweep hose. Press bag into vacuum tube. Install quick disconnect. Jojo
Sosorodotan. Chris Sn. Pool Supply Sales. Ozgyur Mehmedov. Anonymous 2lKdNfx. Preeti
Bhamre. Injeletro Diesel. More From Pool Supply Sales. Popular in Business. Ishmum Monjur
Nilock. Jatinder Pal Singh. Habibi Gis. Vanny Joyce Baluyut. David Martin. Makarand Patil. Xian
Wen Lin. Cooper v. DTP Labs. Henrique Marques. Jigme Lama. Dias Ias. Yamal E Askoul T. Leo
Chalim. Gu Sion. Ajit Shinde. Quick navigation Home. Collapse section Share Share on
Facebook, opens a new window Facebook. Polaris sport parts diagram. Part description 39 39
front axle block assy 32 9 pressure relief valve black sport superbag 17 48 screw 10 32 x 78 ss
33 d29 quick disconnect uwf 39 top housing assembly pan head with star washer. Repair parts
home pool and spa parts zodiac parts zodiac pool cleaner parts zodiac polaris sport parts. Also
referred to as a repair manual or service manual. Find polaris sport replacement parts like
housing assemblies wheels scrubbers and more. It supplements the pools filtration system by
circulating an additional 40 gallons of water per minute through its filter bag. The polaris sport
pressure cleaner works in all in ground pools and requires a booster pump. Using genuine
polaris pool factory replacement parts helps to ensure the ongoing quality and reliability of our
products. View our polaris sport parts diagram online today. Check out our click able parts
diagram page to help identify where the parts go on the Polaris 10 32 x 78in stainless steel pan
head screw with star washer for polaris vac sweep and sport pool cleaners more info now was
Polaris sport cleaner parts we stock all the replacement parts for the polaris sport pool cleaner.
Polaris Pool Cleaner Replacement Parts. Polaris Parts Jerusalem House. Imperial Pools B2b
Web Site. Polaris Sport Parts Amazon Com. Polaris Sport Tear Down. Post a Comment.
Exploded parts diagram description qty no. Order today and save. Polaris Parts Diagram Polaris

s Float Feed Hose W Pool You will also find a wealth of information to help you quickly discover
the right parts you need through our vast catalog of schematics detailing a wide range of pool
equipment and parts. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post
Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah
Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Powered by a booster pump, this
pressure-side cleaner features an extra-large debris intake, dual-stage filtration canister and is
ideal for all in-ground pool surfaces. Using genuine Polaris Pool factory replacement parts
helps to ensure the ongoing quality and reliability of our products. The new and improved
Polaris Sport delivers unmatched vacuum power, incomparable convenience, and legendary
performance. It integrates the time-proven Polaris Classic series features you love with
innovative new enhancements for added durability, reliability, and performance. The Polaris
Sport combines the dynamic appeal of a completely re-engineered body design with the most
sophisticated features, producing maximum vacuum power and drive torque for quicker
cleaning and fewer hang-ups. It features an all-wheel PosiDrive system with durable stainless
steel drive chain for maximum speed and performance. And, it is equipped with a dual-chamber
zippered SuperBag that picks up and stores more debris, making cleaning easy and less
frequent. It also features innovative auto-reverse technology, which enables it to free itself if it
gets stuck. The Polaris Sport pressure cleaner works in all in-ground pools, and requires a
booster pump. It supplements the pool's filtration system by circulating an additional 40 gallons
of water per minute through its filter bag. The Sport now includes TailSweep PRO, an advanced
sweep hose enhancement that blows debris out of corners and hard to reach places, while also
keeping water from spraying outside the pool. No more wet windows or walkways! Log in Now.
Toggle navigation. Products Parts Videos. Learn More. Genuine Polaris Parts Parts. Genuine
Factory Parts Using genuine Polaris Pool factory
dipole switch wiring diagram
ford tfi wiring diagram
kawasaki 4010 mule forum
replacement parts helps to ensure the ongoing quality and reliability of our products. Videos
Pressure Robotic. View Videos. The most technologically-advanced pressure-side pool cleaner
on the market The new and improved Polaris Sport delivers unmatched vacuum power,
incomparable convenience, and legendary performance. Features: Most vacuum power of any
3-jet Polaris cleaner, with 40 GPM of additional pool filtration through the filter bag All-wheel
PosiDrive system Now includes TailSweep Pro, providing ultimate sweeping action, while
eliminating water from spraying outside the pool Equipped with dual chamber SuperBag that
collects more debris Supplements the filtration system by circulating an additional 40 gallons of
water per minute Works in all in-ground pools, requires booster pump Combine the Sport with
the PB booster pump for maximum performance. Protect your warranty! Pro Resources Log in
to your Zodiac Rewards account now to get access to pro resources. Polaris P, P Brochure.

